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GENERALIZED ADAMS METHODS FOR THE SOLUTION OF
SYSTEMS OF NONLINEAR EQUATIONS
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1. Introduction

We consider the problem of solving a system of nonlinear equations

fj(Xh X2, "', X,.) =0, j=l, 2, "', n.

These may be written more concisely as

(1. 1) F(x) =0

where :r: is the column vector of variables Xi and F is the column vector of
functions fj' Then the Newton's method is defined by

where x,. is the n-th approximation to the solution of (1.1), Fn=F(x,.) ,
and J,. is the Jacobian matrix evaluated at X n•

Newton's method, in solving a system of nonlinear equations, is the besh
known method, and it is mathematically the most preferable of the several
known methods because of its quadratic convergence. However, it fails very
often to converge to a solution when only a poor approximation is known.

With a poor initial guess, a damped Newton's method sometimes solves a
system of nonlinear equations when the full Newton's method cannot. By
considering the Newton's method as an Euler's method applied to the corre
sponding differential equations, Boggs (1971) applied A -stable integration
techniques (trapezoidal rules) to solve systems of nonlinear equations. Boggs
choose the trapezoidal rule as the basic method and used predictor-corrector
algorithms.

The ordinary differential equation (0. D. E.) in which we are interested
is such that its solution x(t) -+x* as t--+ oo , where t is the independent va
riable. Thus we are interested only in the asymptote of the solution. The
trapezoidal rule, or the Boggs (weakly) A-stable method, solves some pro
blems effectively which the Newton's method fails to solve. But the rate of
eonvergence is very slow even when the numerical solution is very close to
the root. The report by Boggs (1971) also shows that the weakly A -stabl~

trapezoidal rule is too much sensitive to the algorithm.
These facts lead us to develop a more rapidly converging integration tech-
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"e than the~ method. In this, paper, a class of~ed 'AdaIns
m6~' isdev'elt),ed: ,The ~'nlethod, (weakly A~stabJe~)~the (;e
ar's~~ ($tit!lr stilble ~od) aDd',theG~~~oq' (A
sml;))\i-~I#e '~~ '~ ~e chdsen 'jn'oblemsr "TM "reidts is1low
that ~', newJi 'P~ ·metLod is better than 'other mOOlodsfOr SOD:re

patti~ pr&b~. , -',, .
~t 'tlIjs paper, F(3:). 0 is'the equatio.n\'lhose solution,is "sought.

The point ,:J:*, will 'always denote the root of the~tein' of equatiODS,'" 'and
JCo the~tial apPr~tion to:c*. The funetioa F: RJL-+RR .• ~ed
difettn6able. and the, JaooImm of Fat the point :c is denote(} bY', J(z).

'2- 'rite, diflereRtial eqll8tlous uti A-$ia"bility

hi Order ,to derive the o. D. E.,~(l971) introdUced. the homotAAY
operatOr H{t,:c) 0 wmch jmbeds the 'real parameter t ink> tb~ original eq~.
atiOJi in: such a way that H(O, x) =0 has a solution Xo and H(I,x) , F
(:B)f, wheret' may be i~mte. In particular we are interested in the homo
ropy

(2.1) H(t, x) =F(x) -exp(-t)F(xo).

Assume that the curve x{t} is diHereBtiabl~with r~ct to t and H is ~

fterentiable' with. :respect, to x. nen, by differentia:tiQg (2. 1) \,Vitk rt\spect
to t,., ~ee ll(t. x(t» =(), we ~ve

(2.2) i'(t)==-J-l(x)F(:t), x(O)=.$o-

~,~,_,~,,~_,;~,;~is~~ , "
Note thttt,the~~s'·~:with a at$,sjze of ~e~ed ~(2. 2) is.

equi;~~tJ'io t¥, :Newton~s ~etboda~~ti«1 to ilie~~tiOIl'lF(:z;),,'0.
U$iDg the hn~ fu.o,etions, we are interested ~;y it!. the 'a5ymPl'Of:e of
~tiG:aS (,>'1 (2.2). We are, therefore led "to coBsider A-stable iDteg1iltiQa
m~ w1Ueh co&p.;omise between the atc~y and the rate ofOO1JV~gence
while maintaining stability.. ' ,

ne geueral ,lmeai k-st:ep method,for the llumerical solution of a sYstem
of 0. D. E.

x'(t) = f(t, x). x(O)':-xo

isdelined by

(2. 3) Ei~oaiX~+i=hni!of3d"H'

wh.ere In !(tn, x n) and k is the step size.

~N (Da:hJ.quist). A k-step method is called A-stable. if all solu-
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tions of (2.3) tend to zero, as n-'>oo, when the method is applied with
fixed positive h to any differential equation of the form

(2.4) dx/dt=qx,

where q IS a complex constant with nonnegative real part.

Dahlquist(1963) proved that the maximum order for an A-stable l~near

multistep method is two and the smallest error constant c*=1/12is~btaine:l

for the trapezoidal rule. Boggs introduced the concept of the weakly A~~ta-

bility which is a weaker stability condition than A -stability. .

DEFINITION (Boggs). A k-step method is said to be weakly A-stable .with
respect to the equation (2. 4) if there exists an h depending on q in the
equation and on the method such that all solutions of (2.3) tend to zero as
n- 00 when the method is applied to that equation.

Based on the weakly A-stability, Boggs applied the trapezoidalrulewith
variable step sizes to solve the O. D. E. (2. 2). For the' initial value problem
(2. 2), the trapezoidal rule becomes

X n+1=xn- (h/2) [In-lFn+Jn+l-1Fn+l].

Boggs used the P (EC) E algorithm based on the following rule:
1) Predict Xn+l from X n using the explicit Euler's method.
2) Evaluate F and J-l, and then correct Xn+l using the trapezoidaI

rule.

3. Generalized Adams method

Using the imbedding function (2. 1), we are interested in the' '::Hlymptote
of the solution and not concerned too much with accuracy. The BOggs me
thod sometimes solves systems of nonlinear equations with poor initial guess
which the Newton's method or the damped Newton's method fails to solve.
But the convergence is too slow. Therefore, we want to .develop a more
rapidly converging integration method while maintaining A -stability.' .

Lawson(1975) proposed Generalized Runge-Kutta Processes for stiff iilitial
value problems which integrate exactly any particular integral of the initial
value problem y'=Ay+p(t), pet) a polynomial of degree restricted only by
the order of the method, and A a real nonsingular matrix. In this·· paper,
we develop a class of Generalized Adams methods which are nonlinear A
stable methods, and examine the possibility of using the methods to solve
nonlinear simultaneous equations when a good initial estimate of the solution
is not available.

Given an O. D. E.
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, 1(t)=/(t,y),

we identify '.1' as

(3.1) y'(t)=Ay(t)+u(t)

where u(t) =f(t, '.1) -Ay(t), and A is a real nOJl!'lingular matrix. Let ;::=

hA. ·Then we, have

(3.'2);·: ; ':~·.y(t+~) ·exp(z)y(~)+hrexp[(l-s)ZJu(t+sk)ds.. Jo
, . . .

Now, we- want to· apply the Adams method to the integration part of (3.
2). We ,will use the Newton's backward difference formula.

: u'(t+:sh)'· E·i:'~(-ni(-.S)pulI + (_1)1II+lk1ll+1(-S )u<m+D (17),
., ".+1

where P. is the backward difference operator, un=u(~+nh),.and u(m+D(17) is
the. (~fi)st· <leciv~ti~e of u evaluated at some point in an interval contai
ning t+J&, t+ (n~m)h, and t+nh (see Gear, 1971, pp. 105-106). Substi
tuting this in (3. 2), we get

(3.3) y(t+h) =exp(z)y(t) +h:E/~Ori(Z)r;UII

+C:-l)m+1"m~~fLexp [(J..,7 S)Z](-s. )u(m+1> (17)ds,. . Jo . . 111+1

wher~·· <,'

(3. 4) ri(z) = (-1)'1eXP[(l-shJC)ds.

If thedist,.t0mi in (3.3) is ignored, replacing z""":kA, we have Generalized
Adams methods

(3.5) Ynl=E.(hA)y.+hI:r=oFi(hA)r'un

where E·(z) is regarded as an approximation to exp(z).
The method of generating functions can be used to determine the coeffici

ents I:i' Ddme .

. ;.

~ • • I .' • .;' . :

T~!~~tion is flbsOlutely convergent for It I<1 since r, is bounded by
[exp(~):-1)1.% fr.om (3.4). Consequ~nt1y,

"..". :.~' G(tr=1~ [(l-s)zJI:i::o(-t)iCS)di

=£exP[(l-S)z] (I-t)-Sds



(3.6)
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= [exp (z) - (1-t) -IJ/[z+Jn(l-t)J.

Therefore, we have

[z+ln(l-t) JG(t) =exp (z) - (l-t)-I.

Equating the coefficients of t i, we have the recursive formula

Fo(z) =[exp(z) -1]/z

zFi(z)-tto(l/k)Fi-k(Z) =-1, i=L.2, ..~~~

As an example, when the (3, 1> Pade apPfoxinnrtion

(3.7) Eg,I(Z) ~[l-3z/4+Z2/4-z3/24J-l[1+z/4J,

denoted by d-13>1(z)n3>1(z), is used for the approximation toexp(z), we get

Fo(z) =d-13,I(Z) (I-z/4+z2/24).,

Given a system of nonlinear equations

(3.8) F(z) =Bz+g(z) =0,

we use the imbedding function (2. 1). Then, the O. D. E: for- (3.'8)'is
.: ::. ..;-:-":'

(3.9) x'=Ax+u -' -t.

where A= -J-IB and u= -J-lg. If we use only the first term in "the sum
mation part of (3. 5), using the approximation (3.1) to exp (~), - 'the for-
mula becomes -

(3.10)

4. Error analysis

We first give a sufficient condition under which the formula (3. 5) is A
stable.

THEOREM 1. If IE(z) 1<1 for Re(z)<O, then the GeneralizedAda"ms met-
hod (3.5) is A-stable. - . -, -, ,- --

Proof. When (3.5) is applied to the initial value problem y'-q-y,y(O)
=Yo, the Generalized Adams method. generates -the appra.xim8.te- -'solution
Yn=[E(hq)Jnyo. Thus, if q is a complexc6nstantwith negative r~r part,

limYn=O, establishing A-stability. '

Ehle(l973) proved that the Pade approximations to exp(z), for which
deg(denominator) -deg(numerator) =0, I, or 2, satisfy the conditlon in
Theorem 1. Therefore, when (3. 7) is used for the approximation to exp
(z), the scheme of (3. 5) is A-stable. -



To demonstrate the~ asymptotic properties of ~. Generalized Adams
method. two theorems are presented without proofs. They can be proved in
a similar way to those of. TheOrem 1 and Theorem 2 of Lawson (1975).

THF.Ol{EM 2. 'Mt E(z);'-:-'exp(z) =O(zm+1). %--0. and let {Fi(kA)} in (3.
5) be conz;:;taed from (3. 6). Then. formula (3. 5) i~ exact for any partiCtllar
integral 0/ y'=A:v+u(t) .wke.re a(t) is a" v,eetor polynomial of degree m-I
or less anti A is a re{ll ntmsigular matrix.

,
TIIEOREM 3. Let the scheme 0/ (3. 5) be A-stable ana eXllet for the parti·

eular integral of y=By+n(t),tiJkere Bis a stable square constant matrix.'
TIum.,

lim!y..-y(t,,)]=0•
. ...,.... .

regardless of step size k.

5. Testing procedure and ......erical resalts

The. ,Generalized Adams. method: (GENADA) is compared with the Boggs'
trapezoirud rule method .(BOGSUB) .and the Gear's stiffiy stable method (D!
FSUB). Formula (3.10) is used for GENADA. The motivation for the
.choi~' of -st:.Ufly: stable. -metha4 of Gear(1971) is that it is currently the only
.stiff equation'~od whose source .listing has had wide distribution. Two
cases .of Boggs meth~ 'are ~nsidered, ~ne with variable step size and the
other-one with fixed st;ep ~e. On each case of Boggs methods, the Jaco
bin is computed after each iteration and the Broyden's approximation for
mula is used to computed the inverse ]acobian.

The cQli1vergenee criteria used in each subroutine are that each component
-of' two 'su~;:i~tes'm:Ost agree to 'within a relative errQr of 10-5 and
each component of the function must be less than 10-5 iJ1 absolute value.
1f.w:~ed step ~. ~., hrstly h=lis used. If it fails, h=O.l with rela
tive .error bound 10-3 is tried again.

Programmes were wri~ten in FORTRAN IV to perfoJ:tll double-precision
'.ittithmetie 'and Wete~ and EmeCuted on an HOlieywell 6000 computer.
." 'Three cltoSen, problems are' tested. .The first problem is from Boggs(1971)
3ild the~ is found -in . Broyden(1969) arid also discussed in Boggs
(1971). The last one is due to Freudenstein and Roth(1963), which also

eat). be found in Broyden (1965 and 19(9).
. . . .

. . '/. ..

.~(x)'~li~ '-~ij][:~+[-cos[t"/2)xJ]
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with"initial guess xo=[~]. We seek the solution z*=[~l The Jaeobi3n,of

the 'system 'is

J(z) =[rx1 (2r/2)~-f(11:/2)Z2~.
The Jaeobian is singular for

sin [(11:/2)x23*-I/(11."x1).

Note that there is another root. z**= [ - v'i: ~2].

PROBL~ 2.

F( ) _[-1/2 -1/ (4:'r)][za [ (1/2)sin (XIZJ ]
x - -2e e/n:', .xJ+ [1-l!(4n:)][exp(2.x,)-e] .

with initial gUess :t(l=[g: a]. According to Boggs' investigation, we seek the

solution whioh is appronmately x*=[g: ~J. The Jaeobian of the syst~ is

J(z) _[(1/2)X200S(X1.2:2) -1/2 (1/2)z1oos(x1z2) -1/ (411.")]
,- 2[1-1!(41C)]exp(2z1)-2e e/n: ,'.

Note that there is another solution at x**=[O~5l

PROBLEM: 3.

F(z) =[i «X:+~~~2 1:][:~]+[ =~] ~
·th . ·...:_1' [15.0] A __'l • sol· f ..1... • 'IW1 1D1.....- guess$Q= _ 2. () '. nuwytIc ,Uu.on ° Ule system gIves a rea

root z*=[~] and two complex roots. Th~ we are seeking tbereal root :x*.
The Jaoobian of the syst~ is given by

J(z) _[1 (-3.1:2+10)X2-2]
- 'I (3.1:2+2) Z2-'14

The Jacobianis thus singular' for

3:2= (2+ 1!22) /3-

The results of the nwnerieal tesUi are,s~ i». TableI. Eliscu~
~d~. The metb<:lds are ~pared ID terms of the nUm,~ of ~os
and the number .of function. evaluattons. The abbteviatiOns ~"lnthe .~
mean the followiDg: .' " .
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ITER=numher of iterations required to solve problem
·FNS=total number of function evaluations
VAR=when variable step size is used, i. e. when accuracy test is given
FIX=when fixed step size is used
(.••) =vaIues at second try
>N=need more than N, but converging to the right root.

TABLE 1

PROB.1

PROB.2

PROB.3

GENADA BOGSUB DlFSUB
...-------''------..

VAR FIX

ITER 16 71 (55) 19

FNS 16 142 (HO) 52

ITER (66) >101 (I01) 34

FNS (66) >202 (202) 44

ITER 34
fail (fail) fail

FNS 34

When GENADA was applied to problem 2 with h=l, it converged to x**

= [0~5] which is another root, but that is not the solution we are seeking.

Irl problem 3, DlFSUB converged to [-O~~] after 30 itera~ions, but it is

not a root of the. system. Failures in BOGSUB are because of divergence or
sin:guIar Jacobian.

6. Conelusions
Based on the examples in this paper and several other examples with re

sults similar to those reported here, some conclusions can he given.
GENADA, which is a nonlinear A-stable method, performs more effecti

vely than BOGSUB which is a linear A -stable method. DlFSUB is also su
ccessful. Since no accuracy test was used in GENADA, the results reported
here are not enough to compare Generalized Adams methods with the stiffly
stable method of Gear in solving systems of nonlinear equations. However,
we can say 'that 'GENADA is an effective new way of solving nonlinear sys
tEmlS of equations with poor iriitiaIapproximations. But, algorithm (3.10) is
sUbject to Improvement.
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To apply the Generalized Adams method in solving "'stiff O. D. E. which
requires accuracy as well as stability, the first four terms in the summation
part of (3.5) are suggested when <3,1> Pade approximation is used. Impli
cit Generalized Adams methods may have better performance in this case.

The author would like to thank Dr. J. D. Lawson for many helpful sugge
stions and discussions. He also wishes to thank the Department of Compu
ter Science, University of Waterloo for the use of computational facilities.
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